Environment for Future Generation (EFG) is a group of academicians, scholars, and
students who preferred to be identified by a single name - environment enthusiastic. The sole aim
of EFG is protection of environment and ecology by means of activity controlling various kinds
of pollution. Formed recently, EFG is still in a nascent stage and depends entirely on voluntary
service, therefore appealing to every environment enthusiastic from all corners of the society to
join lands with EFG.
 EFG has its base in Berhampore, Murshidabad, West Bengal and has begun working in the
locality since 2019. On each Sunday the volunteers gather and participate collectively in
various forms of the campaign against environmental pollution control. The first project
taken up by EFG is "Our Bhagirathi, Our Future", which aims at cleaning the Bhagirathi
river and its banks of all pollutants, especially the single use waste plastic. This is an ongoing
project which is being successfully and enthusiastically carried out by the EFG volunteers
every Sunday.
 We have prepared so many micro level pollution map of the Berhampore town, and take
action like waste related awareness campaign to combat plastic pollution in our locality.
 Not only cleaning the environment of the polluting elements, but also prevent pollution by
planting trees. EFG have identified the fallow lands in the local area, and then carry out tree
plantation.

The further projects of EFG are:
1. Recruit a bigger number of volunteers to carry out the projects on larger scales.
2. Collaboration with national as well as international organization.
Some of the work of this voluntary organization 'EFG' is given as a document, link.
Thanking you.
All team members of EFG
Email: efg.2k20@gmail.com
Website: efgindia.in
Facebook Link: https://www.facebook.com/EFG-Environment-for-Future-Generation111191320480361
Twitter link: https://twitter.com/EFG_2k20?s=09
Instagram link: https://www.instagram.com/efg_2k20?r=nametag
https://youtu.be/QylsgLkRm60
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